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Going forward

What this means for the  

ICT Programme



Where we are now – the 

current delivery plan



EPSRC strategy

EPSRC’s mission is to invest in high-quality basic, 

strategic and applied research and related postgraduate 

training to maintain and develop a strong research base in 

engineering and the physical sciences and to promote 

future economic development and an improved quality of 

life in the UK

taken from the EPSRC Delivery Plan 2008-2011



Living with environmental 
change (£9M)

Global threats to security (£6M)

Ageing: life-long health and 

wellbeing (£11M)

The Whole EPSRC Picture

Values are commitment 2008-11



The current delivery plan

Target for longer, more ambitious proposals

Major investment in Centres for Doctoral Training 
(including Industrial Doctorates and Engineering 
Doctorates)

Increased number of Strategic Partnerships with key 
industries/sectors

Restructured EPSRC Directorates and Programmes

Reviewed the balance of support for people



Safeguarding Peer Review – why…

To reduce the burden of effort spent on assessing poor quality 

applications so more time and effort are available to spend on 

research.

An increase in the efficiency and quality of the current peer 

review process by a reduction in submission of uncompetitive 

applications.

Better quality research, through fewer more considered 

proposals.

We are not trying to make it more difficult for the best 

researchers to apply to us or to inhibit creativity and adventure



Going Forward – the new 

Strategic Plan



Setting the context of our future strategy

The world is changing

It has never been more important to work together to 
deliver a healthy, sustainable and prosperous future 

for the UK

Economic & political realities

Government directions

National research landscape

International context



Challenges and issues for EPS Research
Observations on the 

current portfolio

EPSRC funding 900 

departments:

55% <£1M;  >33% <500k

50% of DTA funds in 10 

universities

85 universities hold project 

studentships (but 50% in 10 

institutions)

Challenge

International context and  

Drayson focus agenda
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Setting the context of our future strategy

The world is changing

It has never been more important to work together to 
deliver a healthy, sustainable and prosperous future 

for the UK

Economic & political realities

Government directions

National research landscape

International context



Why invest in research?

The heart of discovery and innovation

We are committed to doing the best for UK science and 

engineering by generating the fundamental knowledge 

and skilled people essential to the prosperity of the UK.

Science and engineering drives the global economy in 

the 21st Century. Engineering and physical sciences 

research is key to tackling important societal 

challenges.



The new Strategic Plan

Delivering Impact

Shaping Capability

Developing Leaders



1. Delivering Impact

We will ensure excellent research and 

talented people can deliver maximum 
impact for the health, prosperity and 

sustainability of the UK.

We will promote excellence and impact 

and ensure it is visible to all.



2. Shaping Capability

We will shape the research base to 
ensure it delivers high quality research 

for the UK, both now and in the future.

We will stimulate even more creativity 
and reward ambition.



3. Developing Leaders

We will commit even greater support to 

the individuals who are delivering the 
highest quality research for the UK.

We will foster their ambition and 

adventure and help them to connect with 
the best, wherever and whoever they are 
in the world.



Working in partnership

We want to keep the UK at the heart of global research and 

innovation, to provide knowledge and skills vital to a healthy, 

sustainable and prosperous society.

We can only achieve this by building stronger partnerships with 

universities, industry, other funding bodies and Learned Societies.

We are now working on the Delivery Plan in preparation for the 

Government’s next spending review – we will be obtaining views and 

advice from the community, through our advisory panels and teams

and university visits.

From Strategic Plan to Delivery Plan



Building on the existing delivery plan

Delivering Impact

Shaping Capability

Developing Leaders



What this means for the 

ICT Programme



ICT programme vision

to invest resource to enable and sustain the 

best research and people to excel in a global 

ICT community and maximise benefit for the 
UK



Issues for the ICT Programme

Balancing diversity & excellence

Encouraging ambitious, transformative & 
cross-disciplinary research

Ensuring the supply of researchers

Improving collaboration & communication

Ensuring relevance to longer term interests 
of users



ICT Funding

£70.5m research, £15.2m training, £6.4m fellowships

 Early Stage

Careers 11%
Managed 5%

Core 

Responsive 

Mode 47%
Joint Working 

6%

Longer Larger 

Grants 31%



What we have been doing

Theme days and workshops

Electronics signpost

Mid-range facilities review

ExICTe

Balance of people exercise



What we are doing and planning

International

Early career campaign

Challenging Engineering scheme

Centres for Doctoral Training

Dream Fellowships

ICT workshops



Into the next delivery plan….

Delivering Impact – supporting excellence 
with impact, building on prior investments….

Shaping Capability – priorities, concentration, 
collaboration, choices….

Developing Leaders – support throughout the 
career stages….



Thank you for listening!

Dr Liam Blackwell
Head of ICT Programme

Tel: 01793 444217

E-mail: liam.blackwell@epsrc.ac.uk


